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Abstract— TensorFlow, released and open sourced in Novem-
ber 2015 by Google, is a machine learning framework that is
able to execute its models on large-scale distributed settings. We
will illustrate how TensorFlow accomplishes efficient distribu-
tions by analyzing the underlying architecture and elucidating
what the programming paradigm contributes to this property.
Furthermore, we will mention different optimization strategies
that are used in various areas to improve the performance. In a
benchmark with Theano, Torch and Caffe we will present how
it has developed since its initial release and which information
can be really extracted out of these comparisons. The last part
demonstrates some research papers that report to have used
TensorFlow successfully in their works alongside some industry
applications.

Index Terms— Artificial intelligence, application software, ma-
chine learning, open source software, software packages

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent time, machine learning and its applications
are widely used in research, industry and consumer sectors.
Especially, deep learning, a certain cluster of machine learning
is brought into play for speech recognition and image classi-
fication tasks.

Machine learning algorithms can be implemented by using
a variety of software frameworks. Software frameworks are a
collection of building blocks that facilitate users to implement
requirements of a system rather than forcing them to devote
time for software engineering itself. Libraries, however, are
used in many cases as a synonym for frameworks leading
to misconceptions. While a framework takes the control and
calls the user for input but steers the rest of the execution
itself by handling underlying features such as distributed
communication, data persistence and similar, a library is just a
collection of functions and objects that comprise a multitude of
smaller instructions without taking any control. In the latter
case, the user has still full responsibility and has to decide
when to call a method or initialize an object. This property
of frameworks is known under the term inversion of control.
Since neither research nor industry separate these two terms
we will use them interchangeably here equally.

This paper will address the topic of how to implement
machine learning algorithms by looking at a specific open-
source framework called TensorFlow that was initially built by
Google. Although it is designed for general machine learning
algorithms, many sources entitle TensorFlow a deep learning
framework. Several reasons may accompany this notion.
One of them is that TensorFlow uses advanced visualization

and reporting techniques that make the whole computational
system transparent to the user. Since deep networks tend to
be complex and obscure, the TensorBoard visualizer comes re-
markably handy by allowing to draw the computational graph
and add histograms, tables and other kinds of plots to track
certain properties. Another key feature of TensorFlow is that
it allows the execution of distributed machine learning models.
There are only a few frameworks other than TensorFlow that
have this trait. Especially noteworthy is the modularity in
which TensorFlow allows this. It is even possible to transfer
computations on mobile devices. Section 2 is completely
dedicated to the inner workings of TensorFlow and how it
handles technical issues enabling the user to solely focus on
machine learning algorithms. Afterwards, in section 3, we will
compare TensorFlow to other frameworks that are frequently
used in science and industry as well. Moreover, this section
will include a short benchmark on different machine learning
models and data sets comparing various frameworks. To get
in touch with the real world, we will show in section 4
where TensorFlow is currently used. In section 5, we will
finally conclude the paper with summarizing key facts about
TensorFlow.

II. TENSORFLOW

This section has the aim to explain the reader what parts
comprise the TensorFlow system and how they work together
to achieve machine learning tasks. Figure ?? shows the entities
of the system and their interactions with each other. The client
represents the user who defines the algorithm. The formulation
of an algorithm is separated from its actual execution. The
client has to actively invoke the run method to initiate the
master who coordinates the actual computation by distributing
the work as small partitions to different devices. To introduce
TensorFlow as naturally as possible, we start with the user-
side of the framework. The reader will see how the user
can define computations in a symbolic way by expressing
them as a dataflow graphs. Gradually, the paper transcends
to the underlying workings of the system and explains more
advanced details. The aim of this paper is to introduce novel
ideas step-by-step, aligned to the execution sequence of the
system. This way of describing TensorFlow makes it also
easy to explain the cause of certain design decisions.



Fig. 1: Client invokes run command through a session. The
master process partitions the dataflow graph and assigns tasks
to the workers. In this illustrative example, the worker
machines have both a CPU and a GPU. There is no restriction
for this in general. Workers can have a myriad of them.

A. Building a computational graph

The building process is enabled by providing different
interfaces where a user can formulate algorithms. The pro-
gramming language Python can be employed for this cause
in TensorFlow. Although there also exists an interface for
the C++ programming language, it is not well supported and
lacks some of the key features. However, the modularity of
TensorFlow allows to always add new interfaces for different
programming languages or systems without impeding other
parts of the software.

Ordinary programming, also known as the imperative
paradigm, aims to describe how a program behaves. Tensor-
Flow, however, builds a graph with nodes and edges. In other
words, it specifies a program declaratively as a computational
graph, telling it what to accomplish but not how to attain it.
Nodes represent operations and are linked by edges. Edges
are symbolic placeholders for dataflows between different
operations. This abstraction helps to make the environment
indifferent of execution details. For example the program will
not care how a certain node is implemented. It rather will pass
it to the master process as in Figure 1. The master again will
treat nodes equally and distribute them on devices abstracting
from implementation details.

Moreover, it is useful in machine learning to represent
operations as nodes. They can be interpreted as functions
in the mathematical way and composed as such. This again
leads to the useful fact that automatic gradient computations
can be performed on them.

Operations and kernels The first building block of the Ten-
sorFlow model are the operations that simultaneously represent
nodes in the computational graph. Nodes can be connected to
each other by, on the one hand, requiring some input values,

or, on the other hand, providing results as new inputs for other
nodes. Furthermore, operations can be variables or constants
either. Stateful data that need to be accessed in different
parallel processes such as model weights should be represented
as variables. Table I shows some of the standard-built in
operations in TensorFlow. Important to mention here is the fact
that anyone can extend this list if necessary for a certain kind
of application. Although kernels are not directly part of the
client-side component in the TensorFlow system, we mention
them here. Instead of compiling code and translating it to
another language, TensorFlow has already pre-built versions
for each operation.

If we consider matrix multiplication for example, then we
have at least two implementations. The symbolic reference
on the client side is just a placeholder for the matrix
multiplication operated on CPUs and GPUs. CPU kernels are
programmed in C++ and GPU instructions in CUDA using
the cudNN library - when applicable. The goal is to reach
efficient implementations tailored for given devices. If the
user wants to implement novel operations, the first approach
is to compose existing functions to achieve the desired result.
However, there might be novel operations not representable
as a composition of existing ones due to efficiency concerns
or plainly because they cannot be assembled through existing
parts. In that case, a new definition of kernels will be required.

Tensors Having seen how to define nodes in our
client-side environment and their machine-oriented kernel
implementations, we can now have a look at the TensorFlow
edges. Edges are multidimensional arrays of different types
e.g. arbitrary byte arrays, int32, float32 etc. Tensors are
stateless data passed from node to node, being transmuted
in each step. One can easily deduce why the framework is
called TensorFlow. In a deep learning model, usually input
and output data are expressed as tensors. Consider picture
samples for instance, which are constructed as pixel matrices.
Noteworthy here is that tensors are stateless and cannot be
accessed or stored somewhere else.

The transition from the symbolic representation to the actual
compiled program is invoked by the run command provided
by the session interface. The session represents a bridge from
the user to the master by computing the transitive closure of
the graph inspecting all dependencies between them. This
allows the master to compute the nodes in an appropriate
order enabling an efficient memory handling and timing of
execution.

Category Examples
Element-wise operations Add, Sub, Mul
Matrix operations MatMul, MatrixInverse
Control flow operations Constant, Variable
Neural network units SoftMax, ReLU, Conv2D

TABLE I: Examples for TensorFlow operations [1].



(a) pre-folding (b) folded graph

Fig. 2: The compiler processes the graph in order to fold
successive operations into one. Note that ConstA,ConstB
are placeholders that are initialized with constant values.
ConstNew is the resulting placeholder carrying the sum of
them. C is a variable with unknown reference and thus cannot
be folded by the compiler at this point.

B. Running a TensorFlow model

Being invoked by the run method, the master has the task
to prune the computation graph and mark specified subgraphs
for execution. A sequence of different operations is the result.
Moreover, it will partition the (sub)graph and assign them to
worker processes that execute these small parts. TensorFlow
accomplishes this by a placement algorithm. The master will
also optimize the subgraphs by applying two methods we
will mention here. Having received the instructions of the
master process, the workers perform computations through
devices that are assigned to each of them. For the purpose of
parallelization, there are interfaces and protocols that allow
communication between different devices. Since TensorFlow
additionally supports multi-machine execution, there similarly
exist further measures to handle that. We will talk about
these issues successively.

Pruning the dataflow graph and performing optimizations
Before the partitions are distributed to different worker
processes and their devices, the graph is simplified and
improved first.

1) constant folding: in figure 2a we can see two operations
consequently applied to some variables that are holding con-
stant values. Folding can evaluate the expressions before the
execution starts. On a large-scale system, the effects of small
improvements can lead to noticeable performance gains.

2) common subgraph elimination: another technique that
helps to employ a graph more efficiently, is to reuse parts
of it that are needed in different places instead of computing
identical subgraphs more than once. This procedure is called
canonicalization as described in [2]. Figure 3 shows how the
program computes the same operation, having identical inputs,
in two various locations of the graph. Common subgraphs can
be expressed by simply using one instance of the collection.
All nodes that require the solution of this subgraph will receive
incoming edges of it. This procedure will reduce unnecessary

(a) Unoptimized version (b) Optimized version

Fig. 3: Multiplication of A and B are processed twice.
Optimizing saves storage since the intermediate results must be
held. Furthermore, computation time is saved due to omitting
redundant steps.

computation costs in addition to redundant storage of affected
variables that need to be saved somewhere in memory.

Finishing the operations on the graph and extracting
information about the necessary computation steps, the
TensorFlow system will need to initialize and assign tasks to
different worker processes. Eventually, the real calculation
steps will be coordinated by the master process. Settings
consisting of only one computational device are trivial
since there is no need for distribution. The only possibility
will be to execute the graph entirely on that device. But
if the architectural composition comprises more than one
device and possibly even more distributed machines that also
communicate over remote procedure calls (RPC), the master
process needs a way to orchestrate the interaction of several
participants.

The placement algorithm The Google Brain team published
in their paper a first version of the node placement algorithm
emphasizing that they steadily keep developing it further
[1]. Its task is to distribute the graph partitions alongside all
available devices trying to achieve a near optimal solution.

The node placement is based on the Greedy algorithm. The
intuition behind this algorithm is to choose always a solution
that has the most benefit (least disadvantage). Putting it in
the context of node placement, the greedy approach puts a
given node on a device such that the execution of this node
is as fast as possible. This may not lead to an overall optimal
solution since there are many nodes. But a Greedy approach
is sufficient in most cases due to its usefulness compared to
its effectiveness [3]. The following metrics and heuristics are
included in the placement decision:

1) The time to compute node n on device d. The higher the
duration, the more will the cost grow. If d does not support
given n, then exclude d from placement decision for n.

2) Communication delays caused by distribution. Such
postponements increase the cost function.

3) Input and output sizes of tensors that need to flow through
the node. Larger data sizes need more time and thus increase
the cost.



The overall approach is to select a node and the suiting
device that minimizes the cost function. This procedure is
repeated until there is no unprocessed node left (1).

∀n ∈ Nodes : place(n, dmin) (1)

where dmin = mind∈Devices(cost(n, d)).
The device chosen in each step by the simulation is also

the one that will execute the according node.

Devices The entities that execute operations are named
devices. Usually CPUs and GPUs are used for various
computations. Interestingly, GPUs became noticeably popular
in deep learning. They outperform CPUs on certain repetitive
matrix calculations due to their extremely high amount of
small cores and in particular because they are often explicitly
adjusted for certain tasks [4]. TensorFlow goes even a step
further. Any kind of user is always allowed to register novel
devices if preferred. Consider Google’s tensor processing
units (TPUs) for example that are optimized devices for deep
learning calculations in the TensorFlow environment. [5]

Distributed communication These devices can be dispersed
on several different machines. Figure 1 shows an illustration
of a multi-machine, multi-device setup. Communication
between machines is handled by the open-source gRPC
framework over TCP and by using RDMA over converged
Ethernet (if possible) [6]. In order to attain the information
where the tensors have to go in a distributed setting, special
nodes are introduced to handle it. Correspondingly, these
nodes are named send and receive. Figure 4 shows how these
nodes are successively added and canonicalized. The last
optimization step pools redundant senders and receivers into
one. Benefits of this procedure are:

Fig. 4: Cross-device execution needs to handle tensors that
flow from device A to device B. New nodes are inserted for
this purpose. If two nodes in a device expect the same input,
they can be canonicalized to the form on the right side [1].

1) Communication cost: identical tensors that are sent twice

cause unnecessary data transfer overheads, possibly slowing
down other communication taking place on the same device.

2) Storage: tensors that are sent more than once will allocate
memory multiple times (as often as they are sent).

In general, these nodes also carry the benefit of being
able to handle all scheduling arrangements between different
tasks and devices on the send and receive node level by
encapsulating all communication details in them. If these
nodes were not introduced, the master process would have
to define all communication leading to bad scaling abilities
when the number of devices and machines grows.

III. TENSORFLOW IN RELATION TO OTHER FRAMEWORKS

Having seen how TensorFlow works behind the scenes,
we will now give a short review on three other popular
frameworks that have a large community on the one hand,
and are supported well by academics through publications
and similar, on the other hand. Whilst there are many
frameworks that can be compared here such as MXNet, scikit-
learn, Deeplearning4j, we rather chose Theano, Torch and
Caffe due to more accessible accurate research papers that
are accompanying them.

A. General Overview

1) Theano: Being developed by researchers at the Univer-
sité de Montréal, this framework is supported intensively by
several different scientists. It possibly is the most similar
library to TensorFlow besides MXNet. Both TensorFlow
and Theano declare their algorithms as an computation graph
in the Python language, although TensorFlow has a less
developed C++-frontend in addition. The key difference is
in the execution phase. Whilst TensorFlow has pre-compiled
kernels for different operations, Theano is more flexible by
always compiling the computation graph, utilizing g++ and
nvcc, into more efficient C++ (CPU) and CUDA (GPU) code.
This leads to more opportunities for complex optimizations.
Therefore, Theano uses far extended optimization techniques
in addition to folding and common subgraph elimination. The
disadvantages are, however, the immensely longer translation
times when Theano is processing the graph and generating
low-level instructions out of it. Also contrary to TensorFlow,
there is no standard and stable solution to distribute machine
learning models in Theano.

2) Caffe: In this comparison, Caffe is the framework that
entirely focuses on deep learning. It was created by the
Vision and Learning Center at UC Berkeley. Using protobuf
to define a neural network, it is quite different to TensorFlow
and Theano. The latter ones define a layer by a multitude
of nodes (operations). Caffe’s smallest part, on the contrary,
is a layer. This leads to the fact that Caffe is less flexible
due to redefinition of elementary operations when one wants
to add new types of layers instead of assembling them by
using smaller parts. Similar to Theano, Caffe does not support
distribution as well.

3) Torch: The last framework in our comparison is Torch.
It uses LuaJIT as its frontend language. Similar to Caffe, the



programming paradigm is imperative, thus, the code will be
executed sequentially. In TensorFlow and Theano the whole
graph is observed first before executing the model. Therefore,
they know which nodes are going to be reused and which data
can be deallocated early. But the compilation time is far better
in Torch since there is no need to translate symbolic code into
working instructions. Finally, making TensorFlow unique in
this comparison, Torch does not use distributed computation
either.

B. Performance on deep learning models

Having seen a general overview of three additional frame-
works, it is also interesting to know how they perform on real
data sets. In order to attain a reliable view on the runtimes
of our frameworks, we especially look at benchmarks that
were performed or at least recreated by other researchers
and published afterwards. This paragraph does not aim to
give a full and detailed benchmark. It rather shows how
fast benchmark results change over time and how different
hardware settings and device accelerating libraries influence
the throughput of the frameworks.

The first benchmark we preview here is the one used by
[7] and compares Theano, Torch and TensorFlow. The given
sets of different machine learning models are executed on
an Intel Core i7-5930K CPU @ 3.50GHz and are supported
by the NVIDIA Titan X GPU. More details on AlexNet,
OverFeat and GoogleLeNet can be found in the following
papers [8]–[10]. The actual benchmark was performed and
shared by the Facebook engineer Soumith Chintala [11]. It is
important to see that TensorFlow and Theano use the cudNN
v4 library from Nvidia that accelerates CUDA programming
for deep learning tasks in this benchmark. For Torch, this
paper contains a version both with and without the cudNN v4
support. Caffe, on the contrary, is only represented with its
native configuration lacking the cudNN acceleration, although
it also has a binding to it and can access performance gains
through that library. The idea behind this constellation is on
the one hand, to convey their performances on three well-
known data sets and, on the other hand, show the effects
of seemingly small modifications, such as using a GPU-
accelerating library, that has an extraordinarily high impact on
their data processing speed. Figure 5 displays that the frame-
works using cudNN v4 are comparably similar in performance
with Torch and TensorFlow leading slightly and alternately.
The difference becomes truly immense when one compares
how Torch performs when it disables its usage of the cudNN
library, and experiences immense performance losses.

Fig. 5: TensorFlow, Theano, Torch utilize the cudNN v4
framework for GPU computations while Caffe is used in the
native variant here. [7], [11]

The second benchmark is from a paper studying different
deep learning frameworks and conducting a performance anal-
ysis across diverse models and settings [12]. The research
team of Robert Bosch LLC compares the frameworks on dif-
ferent hardware and sequentially adjusts features, e.g. thread
count, GPU support and batch sizes. As table I indicates,
TensorFlow is the second fastest when it comes to running
the LeNet [13] data set and model with a batch size of 64.
However, allowing to use a GPU changes the distribution of
processing duration per batch entirely, which can be observed
in table II. Then again it is noteworthy to recognize that, whilst
Caffe, Torch and Theano use cudNN v3, TensorFlow had only
cudNN v2 support to that time [12].

Framework Gradient(ms) Forward(ms)
TensorFlow 50.1 16.4
Theano 204.3 78.7
Torch 16.5 4.6
Caffe 66.4 33.7

TABLE II: Performing on 12 kernel CPU [12]

Framework Gradient(ms) Forward(ms)
TensorFlow with cudNN v2 14.6 4.5
Theano with cudNN v3 1.4 0.5
Torch with cudNN v3 1.7 0.5
Caffe with cudNN v3 1.9 0.8

TABLE III: Performing on GPU [12]

The overall goal of this subsection is to show the reader
that it is not easy to claim which framework outperforms



others. During the time of the results of [12], TensorFlow
was clearly behind other frameworks in terms of efficiency.
[7], [11] show us, nonetheless, that a few months later the
whole performance landscape can look completely different.
Some frameworks are better at handling smaller batch sizes,
while others are better with larger ones. Some may be good
at performing operations in form of convolutional networks
and others may have advantages in LTSM [14] and similar.
A crucial factor, however, is the continuous development
and thus the community behind a framework. Seemingly
small changes as renewing the GPU acceleration can cause
a software library to be placed to the top tier at a given
date. It is important to realize that benchmarks are just a
screenshot in the dimension of time and change rapidly in the
dynamic field of machine and deep learning. Looking at the
patch notes and planned features, it becomes obvious that all
frameworks have the aim to grow further and adjust to shifting
requirements. Nevertheless, one should not underestimate the
overall potential of benchmarks. They are essential by helping
to figure out the efficacy of further development processes
relative to competing frameworks. Development teams and
other open source contributors can see where they need to
put effort into to achieve a more efficient system. Possibly,
changes between different benchmark releases are due to
insights the developers gain through them. A concluding
thought about deep learning framework benchmarking is the
property of distribution. None of the research-based compar-
isons dealt with multi-machine executions of models. Hence
TensorFlow’s focus is on distribution, a key feature is entirely
neglected in these measurements. It is going to be interesting
in the future how TensorFlow will perform under distributed
settings alongside the competition. Even if there are some
frameworks supporting distributed system configurations such
as deepLearning4j and MXNet, the majority of them does not
yet.

IV. TENSORFLOW APPLICATIONS AND USE CASES

Since the first release of TensorFlow, the community has
grown a lot and many people are contributing to its further
development. Event though it is a comparably fresh frame-
work, the amount of research papers that mention to have
used TensorFlow for their studies is comparably high. This
subsection will illustrate how TensorFlow is applied in science
and industry to give the reader an impression of its usefulness.
Paper [15]–[19] report to use TensorFlow in their research
works. We will mention a few of them in the following
paragraph.

One of the more recent publications is [18]. The research
team reports to have successfully used TensorFlow in their
investigations on Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases (AD
and PD). Their approach is based on collecting neuroimage
data in order to run a principal component analysis on
them. Moreover, they describe to have achieved discriminating
healthy patients from AD and PD patients just by

A further application in the area of medical research is
conducted in [19]. They used neural networks to predict

whether certain drugs are able to bind a given target. In
different words, the neural network classified and decided
whether a molecule is effective on fulfilling a certain task.
They used TensorFlow to implement their models and test
their efficacy.

Lastly, an example from the agriculture is from Kussul et
al. They present in [17] how they used TensorFlow to evaluate
freely available remote sensing data. Constructing a deep
network of four layers and feeding satellite images into it,
they were able to detect different crop types and label them
accordingly.

Known industrial applications are the support of AI for the
Google search engine. The famous page rank algorithm [20] is
extended by neural networks, resulting in the name rankbrain
algorithm now. According to [21], this novel approach helped
the Google engineers to deliver more accurate search results.

There are several other applications of TensorFlow spread
all over the Google products. Google Photo uses TensorFlow
to recognize faces and groups them accordingly in different
folders. The Google Cloud Speech is just another service
enabled by TensorFlow. This service is able to provide an
API that can be used to transform recorded speech into textual
form.

More important is the fact that the whole DeepMind team of
Google switched from Torch to TensorFlow [22]. DeepMind
is a big artificial intelligence team that does intense research
in machine learning. Having contributed a lot to the Torch
framework, the expectations are also high for future contribu-
tions for the TensorFlow environment.

The near future will reveal how TensorFlow’s community
will develop and how the reputation in science will evolve.
The current situation seems to be for the benefit of TensorFlow.
Especially the advanced visualization methods paired with
the distribution factor make this framework special in many
comparisons.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen how TensorFlow defines a model, optimizes
it, distributes it and eventually executes the dataflow graph.
Future work is mainly based on performance tuning in dif-
ferent areas. The placement algorithm for instance is still not
entirely implemented as described here in the paper. Moreover,
technology is changing fast. Thus, TensorFlow needs to adjust
frequently to fluctuating requirements on machine learning
frameworks. Thanks to its modular construction it is able
to replace and tailor certain software parts comparably eas-
ily. TensorFlow’s place among other frameworks is currently
special because of its ability to perform distributed tasks and
visualize entire executions. Additionally, one also has to
consider the fact that Google still stands behind the whole
framework, promoting it actively and successfully.
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